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Abstract—The basic scope of solar collector testing is the determination of the collector efficiency by
conducting measurements under specific conditions defined by international standards. The experimental
results of testing lead to determination of the parameters of a more or less complex model, usually a 2- or
3-parameter single node steady-state model, which describes the collector behavior. In the present study, a
systematic analysis of the contribution of all the uncertainty components on the basis of the ISO 9806-1 test
procedure is carried out in order to determine the final uncertainty in the characteristic equation parameters and
the instantaneous efficiency of the collector. A step-by-step methodology, based on specific statistical tools, for
evaluation of the suitability of the collector models already in use, is proposed. This methodology not only
allows an evaluation of the reliability of the testing procedure itself, but also a quantification of the
goodness-of-fit. Furthermore, if the uncertainty in the characteristic equation parameters is known, the
uncertainty in the collector instantaneous efficiency to be predicted can be assessed. This is essential for the
reliability of the results of design tools, for which collector efficiency is a key parameter.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION to its extensive use and international application
(ISO, 1994). At this point it has to be noted that

The behavior of solar thermal systems regarding
the philosophy of ISO 9806-1 is very close to that

energy output is an operational factor of great
of the various national or European standards

importance for systems utilizing solar energy.
(ASHRAE, 1978; AFNOR, 1980) and that the

This factor affects and influences the design of
methodology which will be presented here could

solar thermal installations and the economic data
be applied to these standards as well, without

concerning their exploitation.
major changes.

To determine collector efficiency, a standard
The basic target of solar collector testing is the

and commonly accepted test procedure is neces-
determination of the collector efficiency by mea-

sary. This procedure should be accurate enough to
surements under specific conditions (Daffie and

permit a meaningful characterisation and ranking
Beckman, 1991). More specifically, it is assumed

of candidate collectors.
that the behavior of the collector can be described

In the procedure for collector evaluation, the
by a 2- or 3-parameter single node steady-state

key point is the determination of the parameters *model n 5 f(T ):iof a model capable of satisfactorily describing the
energy behavior of the collector. The equation *n 5 n 2 U T (1a)0 0 iderived is considered to express the specific
collector and can subsequently be used to predict 2* *n 5 n 2 U T 2 U G(T ) (1b)0 1 i 2 iits output under any conditions.

In the present study, the ISO Standard 9806-1
(Test Methods for Solar Collectors. Part 1: Ther- The above equations (1a) and (1b) as well as
mal Performance of Liquid Heating Collectors the whole analysis presented in this paper are also

*Including Pressure Drop) is examined, mainly due valid for reduced temperature difference T m

calculated with respect to the mean collector fluid
*temperature. In this case the variable T , where iti

*appears, must be replaced by T .m†Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel.:
It is noted that several more elaborated models

1301-561-4592; fax: 1301-561-4592; e-mail:
and testing methods have been proposed bysollab@mail.demokritos.gr

‡ISES member. various authors (Perers, 1997). However, in this
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paper, the testing method defined in Standard ISO good fit and prohibits an independent assessment
9806-1 is chosen, since this method is the only of goodness-of-fit.
one acceptable and standardized in an internation- In this publication we develop, step by step, the
al level to date. Furthermore, by considering this general rules of uncertainty analysis and their
method, the calculation of test results uncertainty application in a typical case of a commercial
is of great practical importance. collector tested according to ISO 9806-1. The test

During the experimental phase, the output, results were obtained by the Solar and other
solar energy and the basic climatic quantities are Energy System Lab which operates under the
measured. In analyzing the data, a least-squares fit EN45001 Quality Assurance System, with strict
is performed on the measured data, in order to the adherence to the requirements of the testing
determine parameters n and U or n , U and U . standard.0 0 0 1 2

In practice, this procedure determines only the
equation of the collector behavior without cal-

2. THE TESTING METHOD IN BRIEFculating the uncertainties in the determined pa-
rameters, and thus the suitability of the concerned Testing according to ISO 9806-1 concerns
model is not evaluated with statistical criteria. measurement of the collector efficiency under
Despite the widespread use of testing and the steady-state conditions, in specific operation con-
great importance of the testing results, an objec- ditions. It is performed according to the following
tive and standardized method for the determi- procedure:
nation of uncertainty in test results is still lacking. 1. The collector is placed on a stand, which can
The question of uncertainty is crucial if one be moved in such a way that the solar ir-
wishes: radiance incident on the collector plane can be
1. To examine the quality of each model, i.e. its vertical.

ability to describe collector behavior, as this 2. Water flows through the collector at a constant
was found experimentally, and to compare the flowrate during all the measurements. The
efficiency of each model against well-known average surrounding air speed has to be in the

21 21test statistics. This can be done by the use of range from 2 m s to 4 m s during all
2 2

x , or x merit function and the goodness-of- measurements.
fit quantified by the probability Q of the data 3. A temperature for the water in the collector
not fitting the model by chance. inlet is selected (set-point). This is kept con-

2. To determine the parameters of the collector stant during measurements concerning this set-
characteristic equation, also considering the point.
experimental uncertainties, using a Weighted 4. Assuming that the whole procedure is under
Least Squares (WLS) instead of the simple steady-state conditions, the following quan-
Least Squares (LS). tities are measured: global solar irradiance G,

3. To identify the uncertainty in the parameters ambient air temperature T , water flowrate m,a

and to decide as to their validity with specific and temperatures in the collector inlet, T , andin

statistical criteria. These criteria concern the outlet, T , respectively.out

ratio of the uncertainty in each parameter to its 5. Measurements for each state set-point derive
value (it must be less than unity) and their from the average values of the measurements
covariance (which should be very small as an over a 15 min period, during which the devia-
indication of their independence). tions of the values of T , m and G must bein

It is noted here that only a limited number of lower than the specific limits.
publications deal with the accuracy of test results 6. Steps (1)–(5) are repeated until at least 16
of solar thermal devices. A comprehensive treat- points, four points for each temperature set-
ment of the accuracy of test procedures of solar point (collector inlet) are taken. The set-points
water heaters is provided by Bourges et al. are selected so that they cover the whole range
(1991a,b). A corresponding analysis for solar of the collector operation.
collector testing methods has been proposed by After this, a typical correlation problem is
Proctor (1984a,b,c). In this analysis only the solved, from which the parameters of Eqs. (1a)
uncertainties related to measuring device errors and (1b) are determined from the experimental
and the standard least-squares technique have data.
been considered. However, as will be discussed The standard is confined to determine the
later on, this approach is equivalent to assuming a accuracy of measurements and does not provide
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any kind of treatment of experimental data for the describe the behavior of a certain system with an
determination of uncertainty. approximate model, a distinction on the following

lines should be made:
• On the one hand, the uncertainties which

3. UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH characterize every measurement itself and
EXPERIMENTAL DATA which are related to the quality of the measur-

ing instrument and the stability of the measure-
3.1. General principles for the determination of ment. These uncertainties can be determined
uncertainty quantitatively.

Standard uncertainties in experimental data are • On the other hand, the uncertainties which are
determined by taking into account Type A and related to the degree to which the measurement
Type B uncertainties. According to the recom- or the model is representative, and which
mendation of ISO VIM (1995), the former are the characterize the quality of the methodology
uncertainties determined by statistical means followed. These uncertainties cannot be de-
while the latter are determined by other means. At termined quantitatively and, after all, their
this stage, it is important to clarify the differences determination has no meaning. Their influence
between the several kinds of uncertainties by is reflected in the ability of the methodology
taking into account their source and the way in used (model and testing method) to describe the
which they are determined (ISO, 1995; ISO VIM, phenomenon. If, for example, it is proved that
1995). certain experimental results are not represented

A characteristic example is the measurement of satisfactorily by Eq. (1a) or (1b), the whole
ambient air temperature T . The standard specifies methodology or the suitability of the specifica

that the sensor has to be placed in a specific equation is in question.
position with respect to the collector and that a

3.2. Type A uncertaintiesmeasuring device characterized by ‘an accuracy
of 60.508C’ must be used. The uncertainty which In our case, Type A uncertainties derive from
is associated with the value of T for each the statistical analysis of the repeated measure-a

measurement point, i.e. the difference that can ments at each point of the steady-state operation
exist between the final value and the true average of the collector. It should be brought in mind that,
value of the ambient air temperature around the according to the standard, N measurements are
collector, is the result of: taken for 15 min (about 30 measurements), and
1. the uncertainty of the measuring instrument the average value for each measured quantity is

(Type B uncertainty), which is a characteristic found. For every operation point of the collector,
feature of the instrument itself. the best estimate of a quantity X is the arithmetic

]2. the uncertainty which is determined statistical- mean x of the N observations x and its Type Aj
ly (Type A uncertainty), which represents the uncertainty is the standard deviation of the mean
deviation of the measured value during sam- (Fuller, 1987):
pling of data that will be used for the de-

N 0.5
termination of one point; and 2]O(x 2x)j3. the uncertainty which derives from the fact that j51

]]]s 5 (2)1 2A,Xthe temperature at the point of measurement at N(N 2 1)
which the sensor is placed may not represent

By nature, Type A uncertainties depend on thethe true air temperature in the surrounding of
specific conditions of the test. Thus, they includethe collector.
the fluctuations in the measured quantities duringUncertainties (1) and (2) can and must be
the test which lie within the limits imposed by thedetermined from the data of the measuring instru-
standard, and also the fluctuations in the testingment and the specific measurements. On the
conditions not considered by the model. Suchcontrary, uncertainties (3) cannot be determined
fluctuations concern, for example, the air speed orquantitatively, and are a function of the quality of
the percentage of global diffuse irradiance.the testing method. The influence of this last

category of uncertainties will be incorporated into
3.3. Type B uncertaintiesthe final result and will affect the ability of the

specific model to describe the collector behavior. Type B uncertainties derive from the calcula-
Generally, in cases where an attempt is made to tion of uncertainties over the whole measurement,
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taking into account all available data, such as standard pyranometer used for the measurements
sensor uncertainty, data logger uncertainty etc. for this study, the respective accuracies are as
The standard defines the upper limits of the follows (Kipp & Zonen, 1992):
accuracy of the measurements. This accuracy non-linearity error (for the range 500–1000

22 22must not be worse than the values given in Table W m ): a 565 W m ;g1
221. • temperature dependence: a 565 W mg2

It is important to make a remark concerning the within the actual operating range.
use of term accuracy. According to the guidance Consequently, by applying the law of propaga-
of ISO (1995), the term ‘accuracy’ is a qualitative tion of errors, the respective standard uncertainties
determination and represents the closeness of the are given by the following expression:
result of a measurement to the true value of the

2 2 0.5(a ) (a )g1 g2measured quantity. In view of this, the expression 22S D]] ]]u ( g) 5 1 5 4 W m (5)B 3 3uncertainty would be preferable if one wishes to
quantify the accuracy.

Generally, the application of Eq. (3) to theOne can obtain the standard uncertainty uB,x calculation of Type B uncertainty leads to theassociated with the required accuracy a for ax values of Table 2.Type B evaluation by assuming that the stated
accuracy provides symmetric bounds to an addi- 3.4. Combined uncertainty
tive correction of expectation equal to zero, with

The term combined standard uncertainty meansan equal probability of lying anywhere within the
the standard uncertainty in a result, when thatbounds. In this case, the standard Type B uncer-
result is obtained from the values of a number oftainty in the estimate x of the measurand X can be
other quantities. In most cases a measurand Y isobtained using the following equation (ISO, 1995;
determined indirectly from N other quantities X ,1Dietrich, 1991):
X , . . . , X through a functional relationship Y52 N

f(X , X , . . . , X ). The standard uncertainty in the1 2 N2 0.5
a estimate y is given by the law of error propaga-xS D]u 5 (3)B,x 3 tion (ISO, 1995; Fuller, 1987):

If there are more than one independent sources
N 2≠fof uncertainty, (Type B or Type A) u , the final 2i ]u 5 O uS DSy xiuncertainty is calculated according to the general ≠xii51

law of uncertainties combination (Dietrich, 1991): N21 N 0.5
≠f ≠f

0.5 ]]2 1 2 O O u(x , x ) (6)Di ju 5 Ou (4) ≠x ≠xS D i ji51 j5i11i
i

where u(x , x ) is the covariance associated with xi j iThe uncertainty in the measurements of the
and x . For the case where all of the inputjpyranometer is found by taking into account two
estimates are not correlated with u(x ,x )50, Eq.i jbasic sources of error: non-linearity error and
(6) reduces to Eq. (7):errors associated with the temperature dependence

of sensitivity. The remaining errors (spectral
N 0.5sensitivity, cosine and azimuth response and ≠f 2 2]u 5 O( ) u (7)S Dresponse time) are considered negligible, in view y xi≠xii51of the fact that measurements are performed under

clear sky with vertical incidence and practically In our case, Eq. (6) is used for the evaluation of
constant irradiance. In the case of the secondary combined uncertainty in the efficiency values n

*and of the reduced temperature difference T ,i

Table 1. Required accuracy of measurements according to
ISO 9806-1

Table 2. Type B uncertainties in measurements
Quantity Accuracy

Quantity Type B uncertainty
Water temperature 60.18C

Water temperature u 5u 50.068CTemperature difference DT 60.18C B,T B,Tin out

Ambient air temperature T 60.58C Temperature difference DT u 50.068Ca B,DT

Flowrate 61.0% (of reading) Ambient air temperature Ta u 50.298CB,Ta
Collector aperture 60.1% (of reading) Flowrate u 50.0058 mB,m

24Solar irradiance Pyranometer Class 1 Collector aperture u 55.8310 AB,A cc 22(according to ISO 9060) Solar irradiance u 54 W mB,G
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Fig. 1. Propagation of uncertainties.

which are calculated as a function of T , T , DT, and the vertical ones to s . In order to show thein out n

T , m, G and A . The calculation is conducted figure more clearly, only some of the 32 pointsa c

following the steps described in the flow chart of (measured in the laboratory) are presented. All
Fig. 1. measurements satisfy the requirements of the

Fig. 2 shows the expanded standard uncertain- standard, using calibrated measuring instruments.
*ties s and s of n and T , respectively, as Despite the fact that these uncertainties concernn T * i

calculated for a specific collector for each mea- the specific collector, the results of other collec-
surement point. The horizontal bars refer to s tors are in the same range, as was proved afterT *

* *Fig. 2. Values of n, T and combined standard uncertainties in n, T .i i
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many tests in the laboratory. This happens be- of our data is associated with an error which
cause Type A uncertainties are related to the follows a normal distribution around the ‘true’
stability limits of the testing conditions mentioned value with standard deviation s which is the same
in the standard, whereas Type B uncertainties are for all points, the maximalization of the probabili-
derived from the required accuracy. ty that this is the correct set of parameters leads to

It is also noted that the values of the un- the minimization of the function
certainties are presented in Fig. 2 as expanded N

2uncertainty s , as is the usual practice. Thex O[y 2 y(x ; a , a , . . . , a )] (9)i i 1 2 M
i51expanded uncertainty in an estimate x is obtained

by multiplying the combined standard uncertainty The problem with this approach is that, in reality,
u by a coverage factor k52, corresponding to ax the typical deviation s is almost never constant
level of confidence of 95% (ISO VIM, 1995). and the same for all points, but that each data
Although the exact way in which expanded point (x , y ) has its own standard deviation s .i i iuncertainty is calculated goes beyond the objec- Another very interesting alternative is the use of
tive of this study, it is worth noting briefly that the the weighted least squares ( WLS) method, which
meaning of the above is that the probability of the calculates, on the basis of the measured values
true value of X lying within the range [x2s ,x and their uncertainties, not only the model param-
x1s ] is 95%.x eters but also their uncertainty. In this way a

In the case of the 3-parameter model the qualitative evaluation of fitting can be performed.2*quantity G(T ) is treated as an independenti In the case of WLS, the maximum likelihood
variable, thus its uncertainty s is calculated2G(T )* estimate of the model parameters is obtained by

2separately, by applying the law of propagation of minimising the x function (Press et al., 1996):2 2errors on equation G(T* ) 5(T 2T ) /G. In facti i a

a 2-dimensional linear fit is required, since a
N 2y 2 y(x ; a , a , . . . , a )single variable n is modelled as a function of two s di i 1 2 M2

2 ]]]]]]]]x 5O (10)2* *variables T and G(T ) .i i ui51 i

2where u is the variance of the difference y 2y(x ;i i i
4. FITTING a , a , . . . , a ):1 2 N

24.1. Least squares and weighted least squares u 5Var y 2 y(x ; a , a , . . . , a ) (11)s di i i 1 2 M
in general

The general problem of fitting is to find a Since the parameters a ,..., a are to be calcu-1 M

model with M parameters a to represent a series lated, not all the terms that appear in Eqs. (9) andj

of N observations (x , y ) with the greatest (10) are statistically independent, for this thei i

accuracy: degrees of freedom are n 5N2M.
2It emerges from Eq. (11) that the quantity u i

y(x) 5 y(x; a . . . a ) (8)1 M depends on the experimental uncertainties u andxi2u . With this consideration in mind, the x merityi

In the above equation a single variable y can be function actually gives an idea about the relation
a function of either a single variable x or a vector between the model deviation from the experimen-
x of more than one variable, in the case of a tal data and the uncertainties in the measurements.
multidimensional model. The basic methodology A relatively good model will be able to explain
is always the same (Press et al., 1996; Dietrich, the deviations observed on the basis of the

21991): a figure-of-merit function is selected, to experimental errors and the corresponding x

give an indication of the difference between the function will have a value close to n. Among the
real data and the model. After this, the model advantages of the use of the weighted least
parameters are selected so that the value of the squares is the fact that the real experimental
function is minimized. The deviations of the uncertainties are taken into account in determin-
model from the real data can be attributed to ing the model parameters, the fact that it allows
experimental errors but also to model weaknesses. the calculation of the uncertainties in these param-

The least squares (LS) method tries to give an eters, and also that it gives a realistic estimation
answer to this question: given a set of parameters of goodness-of-fit. However, even in the case that
a , a , . . . , a , what is the probability that this a least-squares fitting is selected by neglecting the1 2 M

set is the desired one? Assuming that every point uncertainties u in the phase of the calculation ofi
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2parameters a , ..., a , the x function and the 4.2. Fitting in solar collectors testing1 M

goodness-of-fit can still be determined afterwards Standard ISO 9806-1 is limited to the definition
using Eq. (10). of the method for the determination of the model2From the values of x and n the probability parameters, specifically the least-squares method.2Q(0.5n, 0.5x ) that the data do not fit the model This procedure is equivalent to assuming a good
by chance can be calculated (Press et al., 1996, fit and prohibits an independent assessment of
Bajpai et al., 1977): goodness-of-fit. This has two basic consequences:

` firstly, no kind of quality control of the fitting can
1 2t a21 be made; and, secondly, the determination of the]]Q(a, x) 5 E e t dt; with a

G(a) uncertainty of the parameters is not possible.x

` Furthermore, an indirect consequence of the
a21 2t above is that the effective comparison of test. 0, and G(a) 5E t e dt (12)

results between different test laboratories can not
0

be done. Generally, the test results cannot be
The probability Q can be explained as a characterized qualitatively, leading to a lowering

quantitative indication of goodness-of-fit for the of their reliability when they are to be used, for
specific model. Generally speaking, if Q is larger example, in simulation of solar hot water systems.
than 0.1, then the goodness-of-fit is believable. If As explained in the previous sections, these
it is larger than 0.001, then the fit may be deficiencies can be overcome by employing the
acceptable, under certain conditions. If Q is less weighted least squares. The fact that the ex-
than 0.001, then the model (or the estimation perimental data are subject to measurement errors
procedure) can be called into question. in both coordinates leads to the use of Eqs.

In the case of solar collectors, where a 2- or
(10)–(13b). The whole procedure is depicted in

3-parameter model is concerned, by applying Eqs.
the chart of Fig. 3.

(7) and (11), the denominator in Eq. (10) is
The first step is to determine the values n and0written as follows:

U for a 2-parameter model (or n , U and U for0 0 1 2
2 22-parameter model, Y 5 a 1 bX: u a 3-parameter model) for which the function x isi

minimized. For the minimisation the Levenberg-2 2 2
5 u 1 b u (13a)y xi i Marquardt method for non-linear parameter esti-

mation is used, and attention is given to ensure23-parameter model, Y 5 a 1 bX1 1 cX2: ui that local minimums are avoided. The search for
2 2 2 2 2

5 u 1 b u 1 c u the minimum can become faster if the initialy x1 x2i i i

values of the parameters are the ones calculated
(13b)

analytically by unweighted least squares.
2Then, x and the goodness-of-fit are calculatedSo, the purpose is to minimize Eq. (10) with

from Eqs. (10) and (12). It has to be noted hererespect to a , . . . , a . Unfortunately, as can be1 M
2that the calculation of x and the goodness-of-fitseen from Eqs. (10), (13a) and (13b), the occur-

is possible even in the case of unweighted leastrence of b and c in the denominator makes the
squares using the parameter values as these areEq. (10) non-linear. Its solution by analytical
calculated from the respective analytical equa-methods is possible only if the uncertainty in xi

tions.can be considered negligible (Press et al., 1996).
Finding the standard uncertainties u , u , uOtherwise, the solution is possible by using n U U0 0 1

and u in parameters n , U , U and U is morenumerical methods for minimisation of non-linear U 0 0 1 22

functions. complicated, because of the non-linearity present
Generally, the requirements for the acceptance in Eq. (10). Our strategy is therefore to find these

of a good fitting can be reported as follows (ISO, uncertainties numerically. The method for the
1995; Press et al., 1996, Bajpai et al., 1977): case of a 3-parameter model is presented below;
1. The goodness-of-fit, i.e. the probability Q(0.5n, for a 2-parameter model the same methodology is

20.5x ) that the data do not fit the model by followed. For a more detailed review of the
2chance, should be high or, equivalently, the x mathematics of the method, see Press et al.

statistic should be about the number of degrees (1996).
of freedom. Let K be a matrix whose N3M components ki, j

2. The determined parameters a , . . . , a should are constructed from M basic functions evaluated1 M
2* *be independent, i.e. Covar(a , a )<1. at the N experimental values of T and G (T )i j i i i
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Fig. 3. Synopsis of fitting procedure.

weighted by the uncertainty u (M52 or M53 for covariances between the fitted parameters isi

a 2- or 3-parameter model, respectively): necessary to estimate the acceptance criteria of
fitting and to calculate the uncertainty in the2* *k 5 1/u , k 5 T /u , k 5 G(T ) /u ,i,1 i i,2 i i i,3 i i predicted values of efficiency n given.

The calculation of collector efficiency for givenk ? ? k1,1 1,M

values of irradiance and inlet water temperature? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?K 5 (14) can be easily done by entering the calculated
? ? ? ?* * parameters in Eqs. (1a) and (1b). The uncertainty
k ? ? kN,1 N,M in the predicted values of n is calculated by Eqs.

(17) and (18) for the 2- or 3-parameters model,Let also L be a vector of length N whose
respectively. Eqs. (17) and (18) derive from Eq.components l are constructed from values to bei
(6), where the values of irradiance and inlet waterfitted, weighted by the uncertainty u :i
temperature are supposed to be known without

n /u1 1 uncertainty. Similar relations can also be derived
? from Eq. (6) in the case that the values of
?l 5 n /u , L 5 (15)i, j i i irradiance and inlet water temperature are accom-?* *

panied by known uncertainties.n /uN N

2 2 0.52The normal equation of the least-squares prob- * *u 5 u 1 T u 1 2T Cov(n , U ) (17)s df gn n i U i 0 00 0
lem can be written:

2 22 2T T * *u 5Fu 1 T u 1SGT u Ds dn n i U i U(K ? K) ? INV(C) 5 K L (16) 0 1 2

3

* *1 2T Cov(n , U ) 1 2GT Cov(U , U )where C is a matrix whose diagonal elements c i 0 1 i 1 2i,i

are the variances (squared uncertainties) of the 2 0.5
*1 2GT Cov(n , U )G (18)i 0 2fitted parameters and the off-diagonal elements

c , i±j, are the covariances between thesei, j 4.3. Resultsparameters. Eq. (16) can be solved by a standard
method, for example, by Gauss-Jordan elimina- The results presented here concern the typical
tion. It should be noted that the calculation of collector, mentioned in a previous stage. It should
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Fig. 4. Experimental data and 2-parameter model (WLS fitting).

be stressed that the efficiency and the reduced The experimental data, together with the 2-
*temperature difference T were calculated for 32 parameter WLS fitting, are shown in Fig. 4, whilei

steady-state operation points, as well their respec- Fig. 5 shows the respective 3-parameter WLS
tive uncertainties (see Section 3.4). fitting. The graphical representation of the 3-

Fig. 5. Experimental data and 3-parameter model (WLS fitting).
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Table 3. Results obtained using Least Squares (LS) and Weighted Least Squares (WLS) for a 2-parameter model

*Model: n5n 2U T0 0 i

Quantity Method of fitting

LS WLS

n 0.6829 0.68480
21 22 21 22U 7.830 K W m 5.855 K W m0

s – 0.0450n0 21 22
s – 0.1183 K W mU0 24Cov(n , U ) – 21.43100 0

2
x 86 60
n 5N22 30 30

27Q 2310 0.0008
2R 0.995 0.995

Remarks Goodness-of-fit: Very low Goodness-of-fit: Hardly acceptable

parameter model is given only for indicative was often below, or very close to, the accep-
2purposes, since a 3-dimensional graph is normally tability limit. After all, R indicates nothing

required for the complete representation of n as a about the quality of the model.
2* *function of T and G(T ) . 2. The acceptance criteria of the model parame-i i

The results of least-squares and weighted least ters are almost always satisfied with the excep-
squares fitting for a 2-parameter model are pre- tion of U , the expanded uncertainty of which2

sented briefly in Table 3. Table 4 contains the sometimes exceeds its own value. If this
results concerning a 3-parameter model. happens, the fitting should be reconsidered,

The problem of the evaluation of the candidate otherwise there is a possibility of accepting
models is emphasized more clearly with the use negative values of parameter U . In this case it2

2of the well-known coefficient of regression R in is preferable to repeat the fitting by considering
the table of results. This coefficient is often used the 2-parameters model.
as a criterion for the suitability of fitting. 3. The deviation of the model parameters values

Despite the fact that the above results concern between LS and WLS is not particularly large
the specific collector, and that the results differ in most cases. In spite of this, the quality of the
from one collector to another, the following fitting is improved significantly in the case of
generally applicable remarks can be made, based WLS.
on the analysis of a large number of test results
conducted in our laboratory:

5. CONCLUSIONS
1. In some cases a 3-parameter model describes

the collector behavior better than the 2-param- We have developed a methodology for the
eter model, especially for a collector with a evaluation of uncertainties in the testing results of
black painted absorber. It is noteworthy that solar collectors according to ISO 9806-1 and for
their difference is indicated not by coefficient the assessment of the performance of the models

2of regression R , but by goodness-of-fit Q, in use. This methodology is based on estimation
which, in the case of the 2-parameter model of the experimental uncertainties and on the

Table 4. Results obtained using Least Squares (LS) and Weighted Least Squares (WLS) for a 3-parameter model
2* *Model: n5n 2U T 2U G(T )0 1 i 2 i

Quantity Method of fitting

LS WLS

n 0.6766 0.67680
21 22 21 22U 6.594 K W m 6.527 K W m1

22 2 24 22 2 24U 0.0236 K W m 0.02418 K W m2

s 2 0.00493n0 21 22
s 2 0.389 K W mU1 22 22
s 2 0.0068 K W mU2

2
x 37 38
n 5N23 29 29
Q 0.11 0.12

2R 0.994 0.994

Remarks Goodness-of-fit: Acceptable Goodness-of-fit: Acceptable
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T Mean temperature of water inside collector T 5implementation of the weighted least-squares m m

(T 1T ) /2 (8C)in outfitting.
T Temperature of water in collector outlet (8C)outAt a first stage it is necessary to determine all 3 21
n Volume flowrate through the collector (m s )

the experimental uncertainties following stan- u Type A standard uncertainties in an estimate qA,q

dardised rules of combination of all the sources of u Type B standard uncertainties in an estimate qB,q

u Standard uncertainties in an estimate quncertainties, those which stem from sensor errors q

DT Temperature difference DT5T 2T (K)out inand those that express the instability of the 23
r Density of water (kg m )

measurements. After this, the fitting of the model
s Expanded uncertainty at a level of confidence of 95%q

to the experimental data is performed and its in an estimate q
parameters are calculated, taking into account the
uncertainties in the measurements and at the same
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